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6it is a great honour for the Slovak republic and central europe that on 29th June-1st July 2009, the 
capital of the Slovak republic, Bratislava, will host the important european automotive congress 
second time (before 2001), organised under auspices of fiSita for twenty four national societies of 
automotive engineers, members of the european automobile engineers cooperation (eaec). 
in recent years, the countries of central europe have become an important area for the concen-
tration and evolution of transportation techniques, manufacture of components, parts, aggregates, 
and modules. the automotive industry (ai) and specifically suppliers market is one of the fastest 
developing sectors in central europe (ce). Due to the world – class supply base, excellent produc-
tion plants and lines, high intellectual capital and ability to readily achieve european levels of pro-
ductivity, the continent can more competitively satisfy the needs of customer than any ever before 
in europe. 
in central europe, we observe remarkable effects for societies from the aspect of production 
and usage, an increase in production volume of over 100% in the last decade and from 30% to 80% 
increase in the fleet of cars.
During this decade which wil l take two more years, we expect great changes in the automotive 
world in utilising of information technology and almost revolutionary changes in materials and 
minimisation of materials and energy consumption. the automobile is a part of the living and work-
ing environment of a person, and the greatest changes will be linked with production systems and 
the roles of people. 
the congress with the theme “europe in the Second century of auto-Mobility” will consist of 120 
presentations in three groups: 
topic P: Powertrain efficiency
topic V: Vehicles for the next Decade
topic t: Production and transportation Systems
the biennial eaec congresses provide excellent opportunities for automotive experts to present 
the latest results and to exchange information in the field of the automotive and related industries. 
in the congress area, the participants will also be able to see some of the products as results of 
efforts by final developers, producers, and suppliers. We organise also fiSita eDUcatiOn cOnfer-
ence and workshop aUtODaY2009 for top managers, who will meet the members of fiSita council 
there.
Bratislava is a beautiful place and renowned for hosting foreign guests. it lies among the car-
pathian Mountains, on the river Danube, has good transport connections (Bratislava and Vienna air-
ports), and also has various hotels, museums, music concerts, and modern and Gothic monuments.
On behalf of the organisation committee, as President of the Slovak Society of automotive engi-
neers (SaitS) and chairman of the eaec automotive congress 2009, i would like to invite you to the 
events taking place in Bratislava this June.
Ján lešinský
SaitS President
eaec automotive congress Bratislava 2009 chairman
Welcome SPeech
7eaec was founded in 1985 as a cooperation of five european fiSita Member Societies, which 
has increased in the meantime to a family of 24 societies in the core of fiSita. 
Since 1987, the national eaec societies have organized regional automotive congresses in the 
“uneven” years between the international fiSita World congresses. leading experts from indus-
try, research and academia present the latest technical results. Persons from political institu-
tions give strategic directions of the european and global industry in order to meet the growing 
demands of mobility, safety, environmental protection and saving of energy. 
We cannot ignore and we have to face the fact that the world economy and thus the auto 
world is now in a crisis. But that crisis does not have its origin in the automotive industry. 
in europe, we have numerous automotive events like congresses, conferences, symposia and 
workshops. the main event of this year is the eaec 2009 congress. the great number of automo-
tive events in europe and this congress are, despite of the crisis, positive signals for the future of 
the european automotive community, which is well-prepared for the time after “tomorrow”.
europe is not only a continent. the 46 states are in a process of unification based on a unique 
culture and history. eaec supports the european automotive industry via the national Societies 
to continue to be an important factor in the global market. We have to be aware that the most 
important impacts in automotive technology were initiated in europe, for example, the main 
propulsion systems, the Otto and Diesel engines are european developments. the first passen-
ger cars and trucks were produced in europe.
Well-functioning passenger and freight links are vital for european undertakings and citizens. 
automobiles are not only passenger cars, but also trucks, buses and tractors or other self-pro-
pelled vehicles on and off the road. there is and will be a need for all kinds of automobiles.
i wish the organizers and all the participants a successful meeting, many interesting presenta-
tions and fruitful discussions.
the motto for this congress and the automotive future should be:
Keeping europe Moving!
Brigadier ret. Prof. günter hohl
eaec President
fiSita Vice President europe
Dear ParticiPantS of the eaec 2009 
euroPean congreSS,
PreSiDential aDDreSS
8introDucing fiSita
fiSita is an independent world body representing over 153,000 automotive engineers belong-
ing to national automotive societies in 38 countries. fiSita was founded in 1948 to provide 
a global forum for the exchange of technical knowledge on every aspect of vehicle design and 
manufacture. fiSita brings together engineers and decision-makers from industry, academia 
and government to work towards the improvement of transportation systems, the conservation 
of energy and the protection of the environment.
fiSita is a powerful force for the exchange of leading-edge technologies between nations,  
helping to create efficient, affordable safe and sustainable automotive transportation for the 
benefit of all.
fiSita provides a range of innovative programmes and services which help engineers to be 
more effective in their work.
fiSita supports the formation and development of students and young engineers.
fiSita delivers its strategy through a partnership between its member societies, the officers 
and staff of fiSita, the vehicle manufacturers and suppliers represented in the Honorary com-
mittee and through co-operation with other organisations concerned with improving automo-
tive transportation.
fiSita‘s Goals
to provide every fiSita member society with a global platform from which to promote its 
activities, advance its objectives and deliver added value to its individual members.
to support the professional development of automotive engineers by providing high quality, 
relevant technical and non-technical information and networking services.
to encourage young people to pursue a career in automotive engineering by providing 
advice, information and support to students and young engineers.
to create a better understanding of automotive engineering and its positive contribution 
to society among decision-makers, other organisations in the mobility sector and the general 
public.
to raise awareness of fiSita, its members and its mission.
introDucing eaec
european automobile engineers cooperation is a cooperation of the european automotive 
engineering societies, which was founded in 1986 within the core of fiSita, responding the 
need of more specific cooperation among the european societies to forge closer links between 
the european automobile engineers societies, with the specific objective of interchanging infor-
mation through programmes of events and joint technical meetings.
introDucing SaitS
Slovak Society of automotive engineers is an organization grouping engineers and technicians 
from the field of automotive and related industries, research and universities. it has more than 
150 members.
it plays the role of active backing for the research, development, production and application 
of road and off-road motorcars, their parts and systems, including fuels.
the SaitS was founded on 1st October 1993 in Bratislava. as the 27th national organisation of 
automotive engineers and technicians, it was accepted to the World federation of fiSita at the 
9fiSita council in Munich on the 19th May 1994. Simultaneously it became a member  
of the european association of fiSita Members – eaec.
introDucing e&cc intenZÍVa, ltD.
educational & conference centre intenZÍVa, ltd. is an independent private company founded 
9 years ago. Professional team of experts is able to provide, to proceed and to evaluate all pro-
grammes within our portfolio as well as to prepare brand new project according to the needs 
and requirements of its customers. its mission is to focus on longterm certified educational 
programms – various issues for experts within the areas of management, marketing and human 
resources. 
it is a unique provider of conference services based on own know-how with a series of 
repeated events. 
it has implemented a Quality Management System according to standard iSO 9001:2000 
since 2003.
for more information PleaSe contact
Patronage fédération internationale des Sociétés d’ingénieurs
 des techniques de l’ automobile
 30 Percy Street, london, W1t 2 DB, United Kingdom
  e-mail: info@fisita.com 
 Web: www.fisita.com
co-Organizer eaec automobile engineers cooperation 
 elisabethstrasse 26, 1010 Vienna, austria
  e-mail:guenter.hohl@oevk.at
 Web: www.eaec.net
Main organizer  Slovak Society of automotive engineer
 c/o Sjf StU
 nám. slobody 17, SK 812 31 Bratislava
 Slovak republic
  e-mail: saits@saits.bts.sk
 WeB: www.saits.bts.sk 
Organizer and Secretariat  educational & conference centre intenZÍVa, ltd
 Kutlíkova 17, 851 02 Bratislava 5,
 Slovak republic
 Phone/fax: +421 2 6828 6574
 Phone: +421 2 6828 6617
 e-mail: konferencie@intenziva.sk 
 Organizer website: www.intenziva.sk 
 Official congress website: www.eaec2009.com 
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eaec memBerS
austria ÖVK austrian Society of automotive engineers
  (Österreichischer Verein für raftfahrzeugtechnik)  
Belarus aaa academic automotive association 
  (Академическая Автомобильная Ассоциация) 
Belgium UBia Union Belge des ingénieurs de l‘automobile 
Bulgaria SaeB Society of automotive engineers in Bulgaria  
croatia croSev croatian Society for engines and Vehicles 
czech
republik caS Česká automobilová Společnost 
finland Satl Suomen autoteknillinen liitto r.y. 
france Sia Société des ingénieurs de l‘automobile 
Germany VDi VDi-Gesellschaft 
  fahrzeug-und Verkehrstechnik 
Hungary Gte Scientific Society of Mechanical 
  engineering (Vehicle Devision)
  Gepipari tudomanyos egyesulet 
italy ata associazone tecnica
  dell’ automobile 
latvia laia latvian Society
  of automobile engineers 
lithuania lSae lithuanian Society
  of automotive engineers 
11
the
netherlands KiVi-niria Koninklijk instituut Van ingenieurs 
Poland SiMP Polish Society of Mechanical
  engineers and technicians 
romania Siar Societatea inginerilor de
  automobile din romania 
russia aee association of automotive engineers 
Serbia JUMV Yugoslav Society of automotive engineers 
Slovak
republik SaitS Spolok automobilových inžinierov  
  a technikov Slovenska 
Slovenia aMetS-aG association of Mechanical engineers and  
  technicians of Slovenia – automotive Group 
Spain Sta Sociedad de técnicos de automoción  
Sweden SVea Swedish Vehicular engineering  
  assocociation 
Switzerland Sae
Switzerland   Society of automotive engineers  
  Switzerland 
United
Kingdom iMeche institution of Mechanical engineers
  automotive Division 
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Scientific anD technical committee
HOHL, Guenther aUStria
LENZ, Hans-Peter aUStria
FERENCEY, Viktor SlOVaK rePUBlic
MERKISZ, Jerzy POlanD
DUBOKA, Cedomir SerBia
LESINSKY, Jan chairman, Slovak republic
organiSing committee memBerS
JAN LESINSKY cHairMan, SlOVaK rePUBlic
GUENTHER HOHL aUStria
ANTONI JANKOWSKI POlanD
ANDRAS VOITH HUnGarY
STEFAN CHUDOBA SlOVaK rePUBlic 
BRANKO REMEK cZecH rePUBlic 
LUDWIG VOLRATH GerManY
VLADIMIR BACISIN SlOVaK rePUBlic
TIBOR BUDVESEL SlOVaK rePUBlic
DetaileD Scientific Programme 
oPening SeSSion (9:00 – 10:30)
Welcome of the Slovak Republic Representatives
Representatives of: SAITS, EAEC, FISITA
Coffee Break (10:30 – 11:00)
Plenary SeSSion (11:00 – 12:30)
StatuS: automotiVe engineering – continentS
AMERICA (speaker to be confirm) 
EUROPE (speaker to be confirm) 
ASIA (speaker to be confirm) 
StatuS: automotiVe engineering – areaS 
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT (speaker to be confirm)
POWERTRAIN-FUELS (speaker to be confirm)
AUTO – INDUSTRY (speaker to be confirm)
Lunch (13:00 – 15:00)
13
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SeSSiOn 
P01 
15:00 – 16:30
P O W e r t r a i n  P e r f O r M a n c e  1
Chairman: Hans Peter LENZ
Mahamalage S. M. Perera, S. tHeODOSSiaDeS, H. raHneJat
loughborough University, UK
Effect of offsetting crankshaft on engine efficiency 
Michael DeliGant, P. PODeVin, f. ViDal, W. tYMinSKi, S. GUilain,  
H. laHJailY
conservatoire national des arts et métiers, Paris, france
3D thermal steady-state CFD analysis of power friction losses in 
turbocharger´s journal bearing and comparison with finite difference 
method and experimentation
emil tOPOrcer, V. HlaVna, e. KOValciK
University of Zilina, Zilina, Slovak republic
Cylinder liner thermal and structural stress analysis
16:30 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
P02 
17:00 – 18:30
e n G i n e  D e V e l O P M e n t  ( i n n O V a t i O n )
Chairman: Harry WATSON
timo JanHUnen
aumet Oy, finland
The Z engine, a new type of car diesel engine having low emissions, high 
part load efficiency and power density and low manufacturing costs
angelo alGieri, P. MOrrOne
University od calabria, italy
The influence of the operating conditions on the performances of inno-
vative after treatment systems
Harald riener
MaGna Powertrain engineering center, Steyr, St. Valentin, austria
Simulation of engine dynamics by using MBS/FEM-coupled structures
rO
O
M
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SeSSiOn 
P03 
15:00 – 16:30
P O W e r t r a i n S  a n D  G e a r S  1
Chairman: Thomas DRÄXL
alexander MOSer
BorgWarner, Ketsch, Germany
BorgWarner DualTronic® transmission concepts for efficiency, cost & 
robustness
Miguel De la crUZ, H. raHneJat, P. KinG, P. KellY
loughborough University, UK
Manual transmission gear rattle – a numerical and experimental 
approach
Grzegorz BUDZiK, M. cYGnar, M. OleKSY, M. SOBOlaK
rzeszow University of technology, Poland
Tooth contact analysis of bevel gear of gearbox transmission with RP 
and RT methods
16:30-17:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn
P04 
17:00 – 18:30
P O W e r t r a i n S  a n D  G e a r S  2
Chairman: Alexander MOSER
Bernd-robert HÖHn, t. DrÄXl
fZG, tU Munich, Germany
The optimized CVT hybrid driveline – combining fuel economy  
and drivability through a novel engine starting method
Hyeongjin HaM, H. lee
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
The control algorithm of Four Wheel Drive (4WD) system based  
on mathematical equation by vehicle dynamics analysis
Bogdan Ovidiu VarGa, n. BUrnete, i. rUS, a. cOStea
tU of cluj-napoca, romania
Automatic gearbox optimizing process developed in Simulink and 
CANoe
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O
M
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SeSSiOn 
V01 
15:00 – 16:30 
B U S S e S  &  t r U c K S  1
Chairman: Gernot WAGNER
Valentin iVanOV, B. SHYrOKaU, K. aUGSBUrG
tU of ilmenau, Germany
Model- and hardware-in-the-loop-simulation for problems of bus 
dynamics control
Hocine iMine
lcPc, Paris, france
High order sliding mode observer to estimate the unknown inputs of 
heavy vehicle
Juraj MateJ
Slovak University of technology, Bratislava, Slovak republic
Optimization of hybrid electric truck
16:30 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
V02 
17:00 – 18:30
B U S S e S  &  t r U c K S  2
Chairman: Günter HOHL
Beatriz l. BOaDa, a. GaUcHia, M.J.l. BOaDa, V. DiaZ 
iSVa carlos iii University, Madrid, Spain
The effect of an active roll system in the behavior of a bus structure
ester OlMeDa, J. l. San rOMan, a. GaUcHia
iSVa carlos iii University, Madrid, Spain
A model of coordinate system for bus dynamic analysis
Waleed fariS, S. iHSan
international islamic University, Malaysia
Semi-active suspensions for two and three-axles off-road vehicles
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SeSSiOn 
V03 
15:00 – 16:30
n e W  M a t e r i a l S
Chairman: Gerfried JUNGMEIER
Jerzy JaSKOlSKi, r. KrZYZaK
cracow University of technology, Poland
The molecular and thermo-mechanical aspects of joining materials – 
ideas against ceramic elements of the engine
Yansong ZHanG
Shanghai, Jiao tong University, china
Investigations of weldability lobe in resistance spot welding dual-phase 
steels used in auto-body manufacturing 
agnieszka rUtecKa, l. DietricH, Z. l. KOWaleWSKi
institute of fundamental technological research Pan, Warsaw, Poland
Creep and low cycle fatigue investigations of light aluminium alloys for 
engine cylinder heads
16:30 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
V04 
17:00 – 18:30
e n V i r O n M e n t  &  V e H i c l e  S a f e t Y
Chairman: Miguel Ángel PÉREZ SALAVERRÍA
Gerfried JUnGMeier, J. MerKl
JOanneUM reSearcH, fGmbH, Graz, austria
The energy and greenhouse gas balance of bioethanol plants – the case 
of the AGRANA bioethanol plant in Pischelsdorf
Dean McDerMOtt
redforge ltd., redditch, UK
Vehicle over load detection
Sven rÖnnBÄcK
applied Physics and electronics, UMea, Sweden
Obstacle avoidance and collision detection amid circular objects
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SeSSiOn 
P05 
08:30 – 10:00
H Y B r i D  1
Chairman: Aditya DHAND
Qinglian ren, D. crolla, a. Morris
University of Sunderland, UK
Performance comparisons of single and dual epicyclic power split  
transmissions for hybrid electric vehicles 
Kyuhong Han, J. KiM, H. KiM, t. ParK, J. KiM, H. lee
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
Fault detection and isolation strategy in parallel hybrid electric vehicles
arun S. nair, i. ilaGOVan 
KPit cummins infosystems Pwt ltd., Bangalore, india
Vehicle communication network design – A case study for hybrid electric 
vehicles
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn 
P06 
11:00 – 12:30
H Y B r i D  2
Chairman: Pasquale CORBO
Jihun KiM, H. KiM, t. ParK, K. Han, H. lee 
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
A study of the control strategy of the ISG system using DOB for the parallel 
hybrid vehicle 
aditya DHanD, a. WalKer, B. cHO, D. KOK, r. H. lOrentZen, t. 
PetriDiS 
aVl Powertrain UK ltd., Basildon, esex, UK
Evaluation of impaired vehicle launch for stop-start micro hybrid vehicles
tomaz KatraSniK
University of ljubljana, Slovenia
Energy conversion efficiency of parallel and series hybrid electric  
heavy-duty vehicles
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
SeSSiOn 
P07 
14:30 – 16:00
H Y B r i D  3
Chairman: Qinglian REN
Juraj MateJ
Slovak University of technology, Bratislava, Slovak republic
Hybrid vehicle power-flow control 
Danut Gabriel MarineScU, i. taBacU
University of Pitesti, romania
Ecomatic hybrid system for an hybrid utility vehicle
Katherine ilie
rMit University, Bundoora, australia
Technological aspects of dual charging and lean combustion for IC 
engines
16:00 – 17:00 coffee break
rO
O
M
 2
SeSSiOn 
P08 
17:00 – 18:30
P O W e r t r a i n  &  c O M B U S t i O n
Chairman: Victor GHEORGHIU
Markus KieBerGer, P. HOffMann, B. GerinGer
tU Wienna, austria
Preignition Phenomena – Limit of supercharging of SI engines
antoni JanKOWSKi, J. JarOSinSKi, M. SleZaK
institute of aeronautics, Warsaw, Poland
Evaluation of heat transfer from combustion gases to combustion  
chamber walls of piston engines
antoni JanKOWSKi, P. laGOWSKi, M. SleZaK
institute of aeronautics, Warsaw, Poland
Theoretical and experimental studies of heat release characteristics in the 
combustion chamber of CI engine
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SeSSiOn 
P09 
08:30 – 10:00
e n G i n e  &  f U e l S
Chairman: Antoni JANKOWSKI
richard llOYD
r. a. llOYD consultancy, cowentry, UK
Fuel consumption – seasonal variation, drivability, and gearing
eberhard ScHUttinG, t. ScHatYBerGer, t. KaMMerDiener, M. nOSt
Graz University of technology, austria
In-cylinder strategies and alternative fuels for lowest diesel emissions
Simona Silvia MerOla, c. tOrnatOre, P. Seenta, B. M. VaGliecO
inStitUtO MOtOri – cnr, napoli, italy
Fuel effect on the abnormal combustion processes in a boosted SI PFI 
engine.
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn
P10 
11:00 – 12:30
e n G i n e  &  e M i S S i O n S
Chairman: Bernhard GERINGER
Victor GHeOrGHiU
Hamburg University of applied Sciences (HaW), Germany
CO2-emission reduction by means of enhancement of the thermal con-
version efficiency of ICE cycles
Guido lenaerS
VitO, Mol, Belgium
On-board measurement of the influence of driving behavior and road 
type on CO2 emission and consumption for 4 powertrain technologies
Jerzy MerKiSZ, J. PielecHa
Poznan University of technology, Poland
On-board emissions measurement from light duty diesel vehicles 
theodoros ZanniS, D. HOUntalaS, e. YfantiS, r. PaPaGiannaKiS,  
Y. leVenDiS, i. PSarOS
Hellenic naval academy, ireaus, Greece
Control of NOx emissions from diesel engines burning oxygenated fuels 
with nitrogen enrichment of intake air and retardation of injection timing
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
SeSSiOn 
P11 
14:30 – 16:00
G a S  f U e l S  1
Chairman: Piotr BIELACZYC
Sebastian VerHelSt, r. SierenS
Ghent University, Belgium
Potential of a supercharged port fuel injected hydrogen engine
Peter MeSMan, B. VeenHUiZen
Han University, arnhem, netherlands
Influence of backpressure on the spray formation of liquid LPG in  
a constant volume chamber
andrzej SZcZOtKa, P. BielacZYc, P. GiZYnSKi, i. BeDYK
BOSMal automotive r&D centre, Bielsko Biala, Poland
The impact of different biodiesel blends with high contents of RME on the 
exhaust emissions from modern light-duty diesel engine
18
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16:00 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
P12 
17:00 – 18:30
G a S  f U e l S  2
Chairman: Sebastian VERHELST
thomas Wallner, H. lOHSe-BUScH
argonn national laboratory, USa
Hydrogen combustion engines – progress and prospects
Pasquale cOrBO, f. MiGliarDini, O. Veneri
italian national research council – instituto Motori, napoli, italy
Light metal hydrides as hydrogen storage system for fuel cell power trains
Darmian BOrecKi, J. JantOS
Opole University of technology, Poland
Cold start control of the SI engine supplied with hydrogen
rizalman MaMat
University of Birmingham, UK
Effect of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) with multiple injectionon  
combustion pattern in a common rail diesel engine
rO
O
M
 3
SeSSiOn 
V05 
08:30 – 10:00
B U S S e S  &  t r U c K S
Chairman: Beatriz L. BOADA
tamas Streli, H. nÉMetH
Knorr Bremse rnD center, Budapest, Hungary
Vehicle dynamics on the response of rear axle steering actuation
Siegfried HOlZer, P. fiScHer, G. WaGner, a. WalSer,  
ch. StOcKinGer
Kässbohrer transport technik GmBH., eugendorf, austria
Durable design of transport vehicles – Calculation of welding seam 
fatigue properties
Gabriel anGHelacHe
University Polytechnical of Bucarest, romania
Experimental investigation of stresses in truck tyre contact patch
SeSSiOn 
V06 
11:00 – 12:30
P a S S e n G e r  c a r S
Chairman: Wolfgang HIRSCHBERG
christoffer lanDStrÖM, l. cHriStOfferSen, l. lÖfDaHl,  
P. aGneZOn
chalmers University of technology, Gothenburg, Sweden
The new ground simulation system in the L2 aerodynamic wind tunnel at 
Chalmers University of Technology
ralf Stetter, carsten laUBer
Hochschule ravensburg – Weingarten, Germany
Advanced simulation techniques for costumer oriented seating systems 
development 
Shi SHaOYOU, Z. WenZHanG
Beijing automotive corporation, china
Research of advanced full hybrid electrical vehicle
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
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SeSSiOn 
V07 
14:30 – 16:00
V e H i c l e  S Y S t e M S  1
Chairman: Alexander BERG
Herman Van Der aUWeraer, J. antHOniS, M. GUBitOSa,  
n. alBarellO, P. MaS
lMS international, leuven, Belgium
Mechatronic optimization in intelligent vehicles: application to an active 
damper
Gergely Bari
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Controlling the yaw motion of vehicles equipped with active anti roll bar 
systems
Jinkuk cHO, J. KiM, H. lee
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
Integrated control for ESC and TVD using sideslip angle – sideslip angular 
speed, sideslip angle – yaw rate phase plane
16:00 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
V08 
17:00 – 18:30
V e H i c l e  S Y S t e M S  2
Chairman: Herman VAN DER AUWERAER
Karl Meier-enGel
Berner fachhochschule ti, Vauffelin, Switzerland
Low cost detector for battery failure
Jörg GeHrMann, H. JaHn
Pace GmBH., Berlin, Germany
Interdisciplinary engineering – Holistic perspectives for tomorrow´s 
vehicle design
tommas inGraSSia, G. MarannanO. G. V. MariOtti
University of Palermo, italy
Design and optimization of a chassis for a formula SAE race car
Mihaela-liana BOGDan
University of craiova, romania
Aspects about dynamic simulation of a car suspension assembly
rO
O
M
 4
SeSSiOn 
V09 
08:30 – 10:00
n O i S e  &  V i B r a t i O n  –  V e H i c l e S
Chairman: Peter FISCHER
Peter GaJDatSY, K. JanSSenS, P. MaS, l. Gielen, H. van der  
aUWeraer, W. DeSMet
lMS international n. v. leuwen, Belgium
Introduction and validation of a novel TPA method on experimental and 
industrial cases
George KOrOniaS, H. raHneJat, S. tHeODOSSiaDeS, t. SaUnDerS
loughborough University, UK
Investigation of Axle Gear Whine on a RWD Light Vehicle
thiago Viana GalaVOtti, a. aPareciDO, V. lOPeS, G. PecHOtO  
De MelO
UneSP/feiS, Brasil
Semi-active vibration suppression in vehicular platform using smart 
spring mechanism
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10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
V10 
11:00 – 12:30
M O D e l S  &  V e H i c l e  S i M U l a t i O n
Chairman: Christoffer LANDSTRÖM
Belachew teSfa, r. MiSHra, f. GU, a. Ball
University of Hudesfield, UK
Transient process modeling for condition monitoring of compression  
ignition (CI) engine 
francisco J. MartÍneZ, J. M. rOYO, i. naDal, J. J. SÁncHeZ, J. nOacK, 
B. KUnHert
aragón institute of technology, Spain
Multibody simulations of a brake booster system by means of finite  
element analysis
Wolfgang HirScHBerG, f. PalČÁK, G. rill, J. ŠOtnÍK
tU Graz, austria
Reliable vehicle dynamics simulation in spite of uncertain input data
Balint SZaBO
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Multi-body wheel model development for simulating the tire  
deformations during planar motion
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
SeSSiOn 
V11 
14:30 – 16:00
S a f e t Y  1
Chairman: András VOITH
alexander BerG, P. rÜcKer, f. leiMBacH, e. c. cHirWa,  
G. K. SHinnaSWaMY
DeKra automobil GmBH., Stuttgart, Germany
Contribution to highlight possible impacts of nonprofessional repair on 
the quality and safety of vehicles
Juan f. DOlS
University Polytechnic of Valencia, Spain
Passive safety optimization in vehicles adapted to be driven by disabled
Mátyás MatOlcSY
Analysis of bus fires and belonging SAFETY Q
Giovanni BelinGarDi, e. GOBettO, a. Scattina
Politecnico di torino, italy
A new design for a van bonnet to meet lightweight and pedestrian safety 
targets
16:00 – 17:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn 
V12 
17:00 – 18:30
S a f e t Y  2
Chairman: Mátyás MATOLCSY
Marcus KaltenBÖcK, H. Dannbauer, D. eberhard, W. robert, ch. Gaier 
Magna Powertrain, St. Valentin, austria
Stiffness and fatigue life investigations of different spot weld modeling 
techniques 
Daniel iOZSa
Politechnica University of Bucharest, romania
FE analysis of a truck structure in order to predict its crash behavior
Michael cHePY, a. arGOnDiZZa
aMet Srl, torino, italy
An HIL ABS-ESC application
attila GUBOVitS
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Validation process for vehicles equipped with ESP
rO
O
M
 5
SeSSiOn 
P13 
08:30 – 10:00
n O i S e  &  V i B r a t i O n  –  e n G i n e S
Chairman: Peter GAJDATSY
Peter fiScHer, S. HOlZer, c. ScHÖrGHUBer
dtech Steyr DtS GmBH., austria
The virtual acoustic test track: Real time simulation of computed engine 
borne sound for transient driving conditions
Stefan KainDl, P. fiScHer
dtech Steyr DtS GmBH., austria
Simulation of vibration fatigue for transient loaded engine components
Marek fleKieWicZ, P. faBiS, B. fleKieWicZ
GiGatrOnic Stuttgart GmBH, Germany
Misfire detection in spark ignition engine – part 1
adrian clenci, a. BiZiiac, J. BerQUeZ, l. BOGDan, P. PODeVin,  
G. DeScOMBeS, V. Hara
University of Pitesti, romania
Variable intake valve lift on spark ignition engine and the effects on fuel 
economy
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn 
P14 
11:00 – 12:30
e n G i n e  &  e c O l O G Y
Chairman: Jerzy Merkisz
Mustafa elKaDY, a. elMaraKBi, M. SaleH, M. aBDelHaMeeD,  
a. BaWaDY
Sunderland University, UK
Continuous variable valve timing control system for model spark ignition 
engine
Kjell ac BenGStrÖM
GM Powertrain Sweeden aB
The new Ecotec turbo Biopower – power of nature
Michael UrBaneK, P. HOfMann, B. GerinGer
tU Wienna, austria
Vehicle use with ethanol blends – emission performance and potential  
for CO2 reduction
Marcin rYcHter
Motor transport institute, Warszawa, Poland
Obtainment of Diagnostic Signals based on Emissions NOX in light of 
Ecological Manageability of Engine
12:30 – 14:30 lunch
rO
O
M
 5
SeSSiOn 
t01 
14:30 – 16:00
P r O D U c t i O n  P r O c e S S
Chairman: Ralf STETTER
Johnny larSSOn
Volvo car corporation, Gothenburg, Sweeden
Improved car body performance for the Volvo XC60 model through the 
extensive utilization of laser technology
antonio GaUcHia, a. GaUcHÍa, M.J.l. BOaDa, V. DiaZ
carlos iii University, Madrid, Spain
Investigation of the dynamic performance of a light van body-in-white 
structure
Jan leSinSKY
Slovak University of technology, Bratislava, Slovak republic
Influence of new – comer countries in automotive production by conti-
nental labour strategy
16:00 – 17:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
t02 
17:00 – 18:30
P r O D U c t i O n  t e c H n O l O G Y
Chairman: Johnny LARSSON
ryosuke anDO, M. KaWai
toyota transportation research institute, Japan
A study on a support system for traffic safety around parking lot
tom GOrDOn, a. BODen, J. BrOWn, c. WelUnGODa
MiGfast Pty ltd., Melbourne, australia
Paradigm shift in productivity for robotic MIG welding
George GHerGHina, M. BraBete
University of craiova, romania
Implementing a component from a new supplier
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SeSSiOn 
P15 
08:30 – 10:00
P O W e r t r a i n  P e r f O r M a n c e  2
Chairman: Michael DELIGANT
Harry c. WatSOn, Pou.a MeHrani
University of Melbourne, australia
An ultra-lean burn SI engine with extreme efficiency and flexibility
Wladyslaw Mitianiec, K. BUcZeK
cracow University of technology, Poland
A new design of ecologic two-stroke engines
Wladyslaw Mitianiec, M. fOrMa
cracow University of technology, Poland
Influence of charge motion on spray guided direct fuel injection in small 
power two-stroke engines
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
P16
 11:00 – 12:30
f U e l S  &  l U B r i c a n t S
Chairman: Richard LLOYD
Sabato iannaccOne, M. GaMBinO, l. De SiMiO
instituto Motori – cnr, napoli, italy
Environmental advantages from biofuels employment
Wolfgang PaYer, t. feitZinGer, f. nOVOtnY-farKaS
OMV refining and Marketing GmBH, Schwechat, austria
Interaction of fuel and oil in a modern common rail diesel engine by the 
operation with biofuel components of 1st and 2nd generation
istván BaraBÁS, a. tODOrUt, D. BalDean, f. SUciU
technical University of cluj-napoca, romania
Experimental study on the spray characteristics for diesel fuel and 
biodiesel-diesel fuel-bioethanol blends
rO
O
M
 2
SeSSiOn 
V15
 08:30 – 10:00
B r a K e S  &  S U S P e n S i O n  1
Chairman: Jose VALDES
John D fielDHOUSe, D. BrYant, a. craMPtOn, c. talBOt
the University of Huddersfield, UK
Thermo-elastic and elastic investigations of a brake disc during a heavy 
braking event.
John D. fielDHOUSe, n. aSHraf, c. J. talBOt
the University of Huddersfield, UK
An investigation of the movement of the disc/pad centre of pressure  
during a braking event.
Siarhei KliaUZOVicH, K. aUGSBUrG, J. SenDler
Minsk-lada, Belarus
Development of brake-by-wire systems for alternative vehicle concepts
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn 
V16
 11:00 – 12:30
B r a K e S  &  S U S P e n S i O n  2
Chairman: John DAVID
Javier OrUS, J. M. rODriGUeZ-fOrtUn, t. PÜtZ, W. ScHWanKe,
instituto technológico de aragón (ita), Zaragoza, Spain
Real-time simulation of hydraulic control unit for brake systems
Hyunsup KiM, H. lee
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
Synchronous height control algorithms based on optimal control for the 
air suspension system
Vladimir alGin, D. tretSiaK, O. DrOBYSHeVSKaYa
national academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk
Investigations in advanced brake assistant systems
rO
O
M
 3
SeSSiOn 
V13
 08:30 – 10:00
r e c Y c l i n G
Chairman: Jan LESINSKY
Massimo DelOGU, M. Pierini
University of firenze, italy
ELVs: conceptual design of an automated dismantling system for tyres 
radoslav WrOBel, a. SOBianOWSKa-tUreK, a. JanicKa
Wroclaw University of technology, Poland
The chemical properties of alternative fuel from Automobile Shredder 
Residue (ARS)
Zsofia UJSaGHY
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Modern recycling methods of car wrecks, considering recovery  
possibilities of shredded light fraction
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
V14
 11:00 – 12:30
D Y n a M i c  S i M U l a t i O n
Chairman: Belachew TESFA
Jose ValDeS, M. Miana, J. OrÚS , J. M. rODrÍGUeZ, t. PÜtZ, 
instituto technológico de aragón (ita), Zaragoza, Spain
Simulation, prediction and reduction of pressure pulses in a hydraulic 
brake circuit
Mohsen alireZaie, a. GHaffari, r. KaZeMi
K. n. toosi University of technology, tehran, iran
A novel approach for stability improvement of autonomous vehicle 
under combination of virtual force and moment
Weigao QiaO
Wuhan University of technology, china
Simulation research of vehicle colliding with freeway concrete guardrail 
accidents
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SeSSiOn 
P17
 08:30 – 10:00
n O i S e  &  V i B r a t i O n
Chairman: Stefan KAINDL
raphael HalleZ, K. De lanGHe
lMS international, leuven, Belgium
Application of the fast multipole method to compute the acoustic  
radiation of a complete vehicle
Jesus alfOnSO, i. naDal, a. iBaneZ, f. UrZainQUi
instituto technológico de aragón (ita), Zaragoza, Spain
V-Cycle development of a controller for a random load fatigue test bench
amir afKar
iran University of Science and technology, tehran, iran
Nonlinear whole-body biomechanical model with 7 degrees of freedom 
for a seated human subject exposed to vertical vibration using a genetic 
algorithm
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
SeSSiOn 
P18 
11:00 – 12:30
e n G i n e  P a r a M e t e r S  &  t r a n S P O r t
Chairman: Olivier SANDER
Zbigniew SMalKO
air force institute of technology, Warsaw, Poland
Diagnosis and decision system for road transport
Józef-Stanislaw nita
technical University-radom, Poland
The improvement of gasoline engine performance as a result of proper 
air fuel ratio in each cylinder filling cycle
Dymitry HerSHan
Belarusian national technical University, Belarus
Coordination of fuel sprays characteristics with combustion chamber 
parameters
rO
O
M
 5
SeSSiOn 
t03
 08:30 – 10:00
S t a n D a r D  &  r e G U l a t i O n S
Chairman: Raphael HALLEZ
Matteo PerOtti, M. anDrÉ, G. BOMBa
Politecnico di Milano, italy
Remote monitoring of driving pattern and vehicle usage: Technology 
analysis and perspectives
tímea fÜleP, l. nÁDai
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Dependability in design of automotive systems regarding legislative 
requirements
nikolett PeZSa, a. tOrOK, M. ZOlDY
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Greenhouse gas emission of the Hungarian transport sector
10:00 – 11:00 coffee break
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SeSSiOn 
t04
 11:00 – 12:30
i n f O r M a t i O n  &  c O M M U n i c a t i O n  S Y S t e M S
Chairman: Alessandro SCATTINA
Oliver SanDer, B. GlaS, ch. rOtH, J. BecKer, K. D. MUeller-GlaSer
University of Karlsruhe Kit, Germany
Real time information processing for car to car communication applica-
tions
richard MUtScHler
GiGatrOnic Stuttgart GmBH, Germany
Improvement of the HMI development process through model based 
specification.
David GalleGOS, f. lieSa, M. MateO, f. canSecO
technical University of catalonia, Barcelona, Spain
Assignment process of the emergency services in the e-call project
P
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György BUDiK
Budapest University of technology and economics, Hungary
Hydrogen based operation of internal combustion engines
Marek fleKieWicZ, G. KUBica
Silesian University of technology, Katowice, Poland
The influence of hydrogen cng enrichment ratio on si engine performance and its emission 
levels
Marek fleKieWicZ,G. KUBica, K. WilK
Silesian University of technology, Katowice, Poland
The analysis of heat release in an si engine powered by methane and methane-hydrogen 
blends
istván BaraBÁS, a. tODOrUt, D. BalDean, f. SUciU
technical University of cluj-napoca, romania
Key fuel properties of biodiesel-diesel-bioethanol blends which influence the spray process
Marek fleKieWicZ, B. fleKieWicZ P. faBiS
Silesian University of technology, Katowice, Poland
Recovery of piston-cylinder clearance using time-frequency methods
chien-tai HUanG, ch. cHen, S. cHenG, B. cHen, Y. liaO
automotive research and testing center (artc), lugang, taiwan
Product design and vehicle testing of an electric parking brake actuator
Jongkuk lee, H. lee
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
Development of ELSD control logic by vehicle dynamics analysis
adrian-ioan nicUleScU
institute of Solid Mechanics, Bucharest, romania
Evaluation of the VZN shock absorber behavior
catalin aleXanDrU, P. aleXanDrU
University transilvania of Brasov, romania
The dynamic analysis & simulation of the guiding – suspension system of the motor vehi-
cles using the virtual prototyping technique
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Vladzimir SiaKHOVicH, D. tretSiaK, H. BrOUKa
Belarusian national technical University, Minsk, Belarus
Intelligent vehicle dynamics control using neuronal networks
anna JanicKa, W. WalKOWiaK, W. SZcZePaniaK, e. ZacZYnSKa, a. cZarnY
Wroclaw University of technology, Poland
Inner catalyst application in self-ignition engine – toxicity of Polycyclic Aromatic  
Hydrocarbons (PAHs) in exhausts
Miguel Ángel PÉreZ SalaVerrÍa
Jaguar-land rover Spain Portugal, Madrid, Spain
Service needs forecasting: an approach for the automotive industry using analogies with 
medical ER management models
Miguel Ángel PÉreZ SalaVerrÍa
Jaguar-land rover Spain Portugal, Madrid, Spain
Intensive use of aluminium in car body construction
Petre aleXanDrU, c. aleXanDrU
University transilvania of Brasov, romania
Mechanisms for the integral steering
Jacek nOWaKOWSKi, K. BrZOZOWSKi
University of Bielsko-Biala, Poland
Numerical model and programme for simulating working process in the compression-
ignition engine with EGR
Gabriel nOWacKi
Motor transport institute, Warsaw, Poland
The national automatic toll collection system (NATCS) – proposition for Poland
Vihar MalViYa, r. MiSHra, J. fielDHOUSe
University of Huddersfield, UK
Enhanced analytical vehicle stability model
Zdzislaw StelMaSiaK, J. lariScH, J. SeMiKOW
technical University of Bielsko-Biala, Poland
Some aspects of bifuel SI engine run on alcohol and gasoline
Gyubaek cHO, H. KiM, H. cHO, Y. JeOnG
Korea institute of Machinery and Materials, Daejeon, Korea
Development of the active regeneration system for the DPF of middle duty vehicles with 
plasma assisted burner
catalin aleXanDrU
University transilvania of Brasov, romania
The influence of the compliant joints on the static behaviour of the guiding linkages used 
for the rear axle of the off-road vehicles
George-radu tOGanel, a. SOica, D. DiMa
University transilvania of Brasov, romania
Aspects regarding the analysis of the car geometry influence over the pedestrian injury 
severity and distribution
Byoung Joon MOOn, K. KiM, Y. cHUnG, c. ParK
Mando corporation, Yongin-Si, Korea
A study of model based fault detection of electric parking brake system
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Mohamed. i. KHalil, S. M. MettWalY, e. S. MOHaMeD, S. a. aBOUel-SeOUD
Helvan University, cairo, egypt
Road traffic flow control by regulating street noise propagation in an urban area
nicolae filiP, f. criStea, c. airinei
technical University of cluj-napoca, romania
Research concerning the vehicles classification and identification with laser sensor
andrzej aMBrOZiK, t. aMBrOZiK, P. laGOWSKi
technical University of Kielce, Poland
Glued functions – based assessment of approximation accuracy of self-ignition engine real 
indicator diagram
Jacek nOWaKOWSKi, K. BrZOZOWSKi
University of Bielsko-Biala, Poland
Numerical model and programme simulating working process in the compression-ignition 
engine with EGR.
trusca Daniel-DraGOS, S. aDrian, t. Stelian
transilvania University of Brasov, romania
Research on passive safety evaluation in rear-end collision
Plenary cloSing ceremony
Plenary cloSing ceremony (12:30 – 13:30)
Strategy for the Future – Ed Robertson, USA
Address of the Automotive Industry of Slovak Republic Representatives 
Chairman of the EAEC 2009 – Lešinský
President of EAEC – HOHL 
Chairman of the EAEC 2011 – Boronat
Farrewell Lunch (13:30 – 15:00)
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autoDay 2009
a Brokerage event autoDay 2009 is organised within the enterprise europe network on the 1st 
of July 2009 in Bratislava as an official accompanying event to the 12th eaec european automo-
tive congress 2009.
the event is targeted to organisations offering or looking for technologies, tools and solu-
tions in their products, services, development and manufacturing processes or commercial 
activities in the field of automotive industry. it will be a unique opportunity to establish new 
business contacts with potential partners from Slovakia and other european countries and 
a perfect starting point for developing of further co-operation with european automotive sup-
pliers.
there are some more information on the autoDay website: www.autoday2009.sk.
automotiVe SuPPlierS central euroPean exhiBition – aScee 2009
the accompanying exhibition aScee 2009 is an excellent opportunity to demonstrate your 
newest products – manufactured or supplied modules, systems, components (3D) and services, 
to present your developments, proceedings or the company itself. the target group of the 
congress are managers and specialists of car manufacturers, suppliers, logistical and freight 
companies, science, research and development specialists and representatives of international 
automotive organizations. the exhibition is a perfect opportunity to retain your present and 
gain new customers.
according to the available space of the entrance hall are amount and types of booths limited 
and the exhibitors will book a particular booth following the enclosed plan. 
for more detailed information please visit the official congress website www.eaec2009.com.
general information
Venue
the 12th eaec european automotive congress Bratislava will take place at crowne Plaza Bratis-
lava, a first class deluxe hotel, combining the best central location with comfortable accommo-
dation, modern conference facilities and superb cuisine. Hotel is situated in the heart of the city 
– opposite the Presidential residence, within the pedestrian zone and only a few minutes walk-
ing distance to the famous Bratislava castle. easy to reach, within 10 km distance from airport in 
Bratislava, or 50 km distance from airport in Vienna, it is the best location for the congress.
for more information visit crowne Plaza’s website: www.crowne-plaza.sk/en/
entry into Slovakia
eU citizens can travel with a passport or a national iD, no visa needed. Slovakia is a member of 
the Schengen agreement.
non-eU citizens must have a valid passport and might need visa, which are to be applied 
for at Slovak embassies abroad. for more visa information visit Slovak ministry of foreign affairs 
website www.foreign.gov.sk
language
Official language of the 12th eaec european automotive congress is english. Simultaneous 
translation (english/Slovak) will be at disposal only during Opening and Plenary session.
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climate
Bratislava is located in a mild climatic zone; average temperatures in June/July are 16°c – 26°c. 
for actual weather conditions or forecast for incoming days please visit www.shmu.sk
currency
from 1st January 2009 Slovakia became a new member of eurozone, therefore valid currency 
in Slovakia since January 1st 2009 is eUrO. travellers cheques are accepted at all major banks 
and exchange offices. if you need to change the money you can easily do that in the exchange 
offices that are available at the airport, railway station, in the hotel etc. Most shops are accepting 
credit cards, but it is best to check beforehand. in case you might need cash you can withdraw 
the money from the atM cash machine available at the bank office, on the street , in the hotel or 
in the big shopping centers.
tipping
tip is mostly not included; the average is 5-10% of the bill.
tax
the Vat in Slovakia is 19% and is included in the prices.
communication
all Slovak nets are UMtS supported, GSM phones are supported too. in the hotel and in some 
cafes W-lan connection is available, free of charge.
electricity
electric voltage in Slovakia is 230 Volts, alternating at 50 cycles per second. Outlets in Slovakia 
accept only 1 type of plug, with two round pins; you might need a plug adapter.
time Zone
central european Standard time in summer is 2 hours ahead of Greenwich Mean time (GMt+2).
insurance
Participants are recommended to obtain insurance (travel, medical, personal accident, luggage) 
in their homeland. the organizers can not take any kind of responsibility for potential loss, dam-
age or personal injuries of participants to the congress or to their relatives or accompanying 
persons. 
lunches 
lunch in crowne Plaza is available for all participants that marked this option in Booking form 
or will order them during registration. lunch will be served in restaurant rOMe and unit price is 
15 eUr per person and day.
regiStration anD Payment
congress participants are kindly asked to fulfill the Delegate Booking form (www.eaec2009.
com, “registration and travel” than “Delegate registration”) and send it to the secretariat of 
organizer via e-mail: konferencie@intenziva.sk or via fax: +421 2 6828 6574. afterwards partici-
pant will obtain confirmation – registration letter as well as confirmation of the accommoda-
tion. Main registration fees are following:
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i register as Basic fee
Delegate (OecD countries) 750
Delegate (non-OecD countries) 550
Speaker/chair (OecD) 600
Speaker/chair (non-OecD) 450
One‘s day ticket (fiSita education conference) 250
exhibitors (1 badge) 500
Post graduate student (OecD) 300
Post graduate student (non-OecD) 225
Graduate student 80
accompanying person(s) 200
More detailed information regarding the fees and what they do include are listed in the Del-
egate registration http://www.eaec2009.com/registration/delegate on the congress website.
to attend the congress as an exhibitor, there are more information in exhibitor Brochure and 
exhibitor Booking form. Please visit the congress website http://www.eaec2009.com/exhibi-
tion/exhibit. 
Media representatives can apply for accreditation through
http://www.eaec2009.com/media/registration. 
after receiving the registration letter, pay the charged fee by bank transfer. State the par-
ticipant’s name in the “purpose of payment”. Within 15 days since receiving the payment the 
organizer will send you a tax proof. When applying as early bird the registration date is the day 
of receiving the booking form.
imPortant DateS
nomination to exhibition: 30 May 2009
accommoDation & BoarD
Please be aware that accommodation is arranged in hotel crowne Plaza and is handled by the 
organizer – e&cc intenZÍVa, ltd in order to apply a special discount for all eaec congress 2009 
participants. Please do not make the booking directly with the reservation department of the 
hotel – you might not get discounted rate. Please go to the www.eaec2009.com and than fill in 
the “Delegate Booking form” or “exhibitor Booking form”, possibly “Media registration form” 
and send it to: konferencie@intenziva.sk. after receiving fulfilled form we will make all necessary 
arrangements with the hotel. 
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Discounted prices for congress Participants in hotel crowne Plaza are following:
accommodation at Hotel crowne Plaza****
room type 1 night
single 130 eUr
double 155 eUr
Please note that the price for room includes breakfast, local tax, fitness centre & pool entry and 
internet connection.
lunch at Hotel crowne Plaza****
Price with congress discount 15 eUr/person
if from any reason you prefer to stay in other hotel we can recommend you following ones: 
Hotels (close the venue)
name address contact
Park inn Danube**** rybné námestie 1
813 38 Bratislava
Phone: +421 2 5934 0000
fax: +421 2 5441 4311
reservation@hoteldanube.com
www.hoteldanube.com
tatra*** nám.1.mája 5
811 06 Bratislava
Phone: 00421 2 59272123
fax: 00421 2 59272135
recepcia@hoteltatra.sk
www.hoteltatra.sk
Devín**** riečna 4
811 02 Bratislava
Phone: + 421 2 599 858 56
fax: +421 2 599 858 57
reservations@hoteldevin.sk
www.hoteldevin.sk 
Družba** (college) Botanická 25
842 14 Bratislava
Phone: + 421 2 599 858 56
fax: +421 2 599 858 57
reservations@hoteldevin.sk
www.hoteldevin.sk 
accomPanying ProgrammeS
technical tours
terms Plants Price/person
1 July,13:30 -17:00 Volkswagen Bratislava 15 eUr
1 July,13:30 -17:30 Brose, lear, Johnson controls (production) – lozorno 15 eUr
3 July, 9:00 -17:00 Kia – Žilina, Johnson controls (r&D centre) – trenčín 25 eUr
3 July, 9:00 -13:00 PSa Peugeot – citroen trnava 20 eUr
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Social events
terms events Place
29 June 2009 eaec congress Welcome Hotel crowne Plaza
30 June 2009 Gala Dinner (100 eUr/pers) Hotel Bonbon
1 July 2009 aUtODaY Dinner Hotel tatra
cultural Programmes
terms events Price/person
29 June,13:30 -17:00 Walking tour of the historical city centre of 
Bratislava – (including guide and incoming 
charges)
15 eUr
a three-hour-long tour of the most important and most famous sightseeing 
places in the old historical centre of Bratislava
30 June,08:00 -12:30 Sight seeing cruise on the Danube at Devín 
castle (including the guide and time charter of 
the boat)
60 eUr
a comfortable cruise on the river Danube, with a perfect view of both banks 
and the historical buildings in the city centre. after that a visit of the Slavic 
fortress Devín, built in the 8th century, which remembers all of its celtic, 
romanian, Slavic and Hungarian inhabitants
30 June,10:30 -16:00 Walking tour of the Spa Piešťany (including 
lunch, guide and transport)
50 eUr
Due to its thermal water sources and now well-known healing hot springs, 
the area of today’s Piešťany was inhabited by our ancestors already in the 
post tertiary era – 20 000 years Bc. later it was a favourite and precious 
imperial property. People travel here to relax and enjoy the healing water as 
well as Piešťany’ s beautiful architecture, to be seen at napoleons Spa or the 
colonnade Bridge, which only improves the calm and “curing” atmosphere 
of this picturesque town.
1 July, 10:30 -16:00 Walking tour of the historical city centre of 
Bratislava – (including guide and incoming 
charges)
15 eUr
a three-hour-long tour of the most important and most famous sightseeing 
places in the old historical centre of Bratislava
2 July, 9:00 -13:00 Sight seeing cruise on the Danube at Devín 
castle (including the guide and time charter of 
the boat)
60 eUr
a comfortable cruise on the river Danube, with a perfect view of both banks 
and the historical buildings in the city centre. after that a visit of the Slavic 
fortress Devín, built in the 8th century, which remembers all of its celtic, 
romanian, Slavic and Hungarian inhabitants
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2 July, 9:00 -13:00 Walking tour of the Spa Piešťany (including 
lunch, guide and transport)
50 eUr
Due to its thermal water sources and now well-known healing hot springs, 
the area of today’s Piešťany was inhabited by our ancestors already in the 
post tertiary era – 20 000 years Bc. later it was a favourite and precious 
imperial property. People travel here to relax and enjoy the healing water as 
well as Piešťany’ s beautiful architecture, to be seen at napoleons Spa or the 
colonnade Bridge, which only improves the calm and “curing” atmosphere 
of this picturesque town.
3 July, 9:00 -17:00 along the Small carpathians
(Modra, Pezinok, Červený Kameň-castle)
80 eUr
On this all-day trip you will visit the best known wine-making towns in 
this region – Pezinok and Modra. Both Small carpathian towns have a long 
history and used to be one of the richest and most favourite imperial 
towns of the 17th and 18th century. after a visit of a hand-made majolica 
manufactory, you will enjoy the wine tasting of the best wine sorts in one 
of Pezinok’s wine cellars. a visit of the Červený Kameň castle follows, where 
you will admire the magnificent rooms full of antique furniture, elegant 
paintings and hunting trophies or watch the hawker’s show.
cancellation Policy 
 
the organizer reserves the right to cancel the event. Should the event be cancelled we will 
arrange a full refund. all cancellations by the client must be made in writing, at least 30 days 
before the event. a 20% registration cancellation fee for processing will be deducted from the 
full registration refund. Please note that should you cancel your registration less than 30 days 
prior to the actual starting date of the event, your registration fee shall not be refunded. Should 
this occur a substitute delegate (exhibitor) may attend at no extra charge.
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PictureS of hotel croWne PlaZa
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PictureS from BratiSlaVa
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PictureS from SPa Piešťany
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Picture ĆerVený Kameň caStle

